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About This Game

Game Name:

SOULS

Game Genre:

Visual Novel

Story:

At the time of the fall of a year, a rumor was circulated in the school campus without knowing the reason why – The monster
who was named Human Snake was found in an abandoned reservoir. The starring actor (The Boy), who would like to investigate
what was going on, went to the reservoir for adventure. Eventually he met the monster. Since then, the boy has developed a very

wonderful relationship with the monster. The relationship was neither friendship, family members nor master and pets types.
What exactly is the real body of the Human Snake? What will be the impacts on the Boy? With the story moving forward,

unexplainable incidents were happened in the school campus. All of the incidents were interrelated between the Boy and the
monster. What is the truth beneath? The story starts…

Original Soundtrack by:

Tang Ho Ling
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Title: SOULS
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team Fork
Publisher:
Team Fork
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: window VISTA(32/64bit)

Processor: Pentium4 1.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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Nice music and visuals, and interesting gameplay. Most of the time it's functional, but you'll find the occasional glitch, mostly
clipping issues. Still worth checking out if you want to experience a different type of 2D platformer.. Pretty great.. I remember
seeing the kickstarter for the board game of this.And its a fun and simple digital copy of that and it mixes alot of the old
classical war movies with the name's of some of the heros and the other easter eggs. I give this a 8 out of 10 on the Trixie Meter
and highly recomend it for a simple but chessy fun war game. dureing my play time i loaded three songs and none of them had
any effect on the game or the universe it was just some pulsating lines in the distant that flashed with out any relation to to the
music. but that may of jsut been me and besides for that it is a fun game but feels really slow.

 its good idea but it needs a good iorning out and it could be amazing.. Let me say this: If you haven't played the original, go do
it. It's free. This game is basically the first game on an extraordinary amount of steroids. The claustrophobic, crushing
atmosphere of the first is present here in spades. The first game had a very silly and convoluted "solution" of sorts, but was so
drenched in atmosphere that it managed to be amazing anyways.

This game seems to take the silly aspects of the first game and toss them to the side. So all that's left is a legitimately awesome,
distilled experience. Let me tell you, this game is pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hard too. Managing your resources is
HARD. You really have to pay EXTREMELY close attention to your resources and take every decision very seriously.

Losing as it were is not a very big deal. It sucks to lose of course, but part of enjoying this game is learning from your mistakes.
I don't want to call it a roguelite (it's very much NOT) but this game is not meant to be completed in just a few attempts. You
will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up and die, but each death will teach you something valuable.

I spent probably a good 20 hours with the first title, and I haven't had that much time to play with this game, but I can already
tell you this game will consume me when I get the time to properly sit down and digest it.

tl;dr: Go play the first (FREE) game. Enjoy it? Then get this. This is the first game x100.. A really great game which, on the
outside, may look like a match-3 game but is much more innovative than that. Blocks have arrows on them and matching three
of them will send a stream in the direction of those arrows. You change the arrow's direction on each block in order to chain
matches and keep combos going. There's heaps of variation, too, with each story level having win conditions and lose
conditions. Lots of modifying blocks and environments like stone and glass blocks and water which is continuously pushing
blocks upwards. There are some co-op modes and competitive multiplayer which I didn't really take a look at but there's more
than enough in here in terms of singleplayer.. I have to say i really like the game. It's like hearthstone but you get to move the
minions around the field and strategies way moore. I like the graphics and i like the whole concept of the game. There is only a
couple of things, it's seems like if the other player gets ahead with something like 10 points it's really hard to comeback so the
game is basically over at that point. Also it needs more cards, and i do hope they will add some as free DLC or something..
Splice is a puzzle game where you need to rearrange cells into a certain tree structure. The game doesn't explain how it works.
But it tries to introduce new mechanics slowly. This would be fine if the mechanics would be something you would have seen
before. Like in Megaman where your dude shoots something on the title screen. Or when you want to evade an enemy that you
can jump over it as humanoid. In Splice these mechanics aren't things you have seen before. So every time it introduces an
mechanic you are stuck figuring out the mechanic. Figuring out how the game works is more of a challenge than the puzzles
themselves. That made the game more frustrating than fun.. a great perk for majesty 2 love this game its a great one i
recommend it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! well this game just blws your mind i like the monster side than human if you play
this you will know why :) and its only 5 dollars so get it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Terrible. It's hard to imagine
how this got mostly positive reviews. It is nothing more than a sequence of HO and find-the-difference scenes themed to the
story but with no additional gemeplay at all. Nothing. Low-res graphics. Very hard to see some objects. For die-hard HO fans
who must play them all and even then only if you're desperate.
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Bought the game because I thought it was going to be and "sit back and relax" type of game.. but turns out i was mislead by the
song in the trailer....well if anyone knows the song name PLEASE do tell :). Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm quite
literally disgusted with this game. I don\u2019t understand why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no
warnings. I don\u2019t even know if I can play any more of this game, I\u2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick
and should be ashamed. I will never purchase anything from these writers again.. This game is great but if you're running
Windows 8.1 or above, buyer beware! Even with keyboard, it felt rather thrilling to play as both Nero and Vergil, especially
Vergil. I was enjoying this game quite thoroughly with probably a constant smile on my face until I started getting continuously
dumped to desktop as soon as I touched the room with the first dice minigame at an early mission 6. DMC4SE is locked in with
the incredibly broken DirectX 10 without any alternative and your game will likely off itself at any point in the game unless you
either risk your neck by uninstalling a major security patch (built into 8.1 and 10) for the OS or plug in a few old .dll files (that
will crash the game if you attempt the fix on 8.1 and up) into the game's Steam directory. Not only that, some options are
completely absent from the settings menu and require you to edit a .ini and even go so far as to use a hex editor on the game's
executable, the devs have also set up a bug fix forum only to abandon it entirely quickly afterwards with zero support or helpful
patches! I'm usually rather patient with a game and it's faults and fixes, but if I have to go so far as to do something like setting
up a dual boot or virtual machine on my computer for it to even work past a certain amount of levels with additional .dll
tinkering afterwards, there's clearly something wrong and from what I can tell such issues have let even Ninja Theory's DmC
surpass it in rating. Surely that says something and it's such a damn shame too as this would've been one of my favorites had it
not been so broken.

Edit: Bypassed the issue entirely and got my money's worth by using someone else's completed save file, definitely one hell of a
game if you can get it working but my warning still stands. Do your research before you buy the game.. This game is the
same♥♥♥♥♥♥like Horizon Source was. Cant even start it, considering Im stuck at the ♥♥♥♥in creating a name screen. Good
job, chinese ♥♥♥♥s, you managed to ♥♥♥♥ up again. Oh, and btw, these guys got sued for using players video cards to farm
bitcoins, so good luck with this game. Cya!. Killer 'stache, bro.. Could have and should have been better technically, graphically
and story.. I have been very impressed by this game, it's really cool bowling game. Great style, music, athmosphere, a lot of
bowling alleys and best graphics I ever seen in VR games. Now I can play bowling at home with my friends and family!

Please unlock Challenges mode and multiplayer!. Not worth 15 euro. Paid only $1.

It is better than No Man's Sky...

;)

Happy to share Trackmania's activities for the weekend! GGGL to all :):
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FRIDAY:
-Dancing STREAM mapping of the ZrT Trackmania Cup 2018 at 20:00 CEST
https://www.twitch.tv/zerator
-Random Map Cup (RMC) at 18:30 CEST:
https://maniacalendar.com/event/252

SATURDAY:
- MX Knockout Stadium at 11:30 CEST:
https://maniacalendar.com/event/217
-SmurfsCup on Trackmania² Canyon at 20:00 CEST:
http://www.smurfen.nu/canyon
-MX Knockout Valley at 21:30 CEST:
https://maniacalendar.com/event/218

SUNDAY:
-NRL Stadium Cup 2018 at 18:35 CEST:
https://maniacalendar.com/event/117
-NRL Sprint Cup 2018 at 19:35 CEST:
https://maniacalendar.com/event/119. Here is what will happen in September:
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. Small Update. Version 0.7.9.1:
The game has been released for over 48 hours..
Thanks for your support and feedback!

I did a small update and fixes Several BUG today.

1.CP Upgrade BUG Fixed.

2.Cargo weight BUG Fixed.The problem was when you got some cargo in your ship,your ship weight will increase.But when
you sell them the weight will not decrease...
The problem has now been fixed and the cargo weight is displayed on the lower left corner of the screen

3.Target lock camera fixed. Limiting the minimum height of the camera when you lock a target. It will not be too low now...

4.You can press "ESC" to close the map.

5.AI and auto weapons accuracy update.

6.Small performance optimization on AI and auto weapons.

7.Regular BUG fixes.

Working on other problems now..
Thanks for your support and encouragement!
It means a lot!. Game Patch Notes- 3.27.2019:
Ingame Content:
Adjusted the damage dealt under the condition of Energy Hormone.
Adjusted terrain structure in some certain areas.
Adjusted the damage dealt by all shooting weapons.
Adjusted the detonating time of mine from 90 seconds to 180 seconds.

Lobby:
Added the achievement of Assault Rifle Grandmaster.
Added the function of decomposition in warehouse.
Adjusted the rest time interval in public channel.

Language:
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Added multi-language localization.

Bug Fiexed:
Fixed the bug: the effect of Energy Hormone remains in tracking missiles after use. The Dope Game - Version 0.5.1 Update
And Mac Support:
Two pieces of information for you all, we have update the game to version 0.5.1 to correct some issues and add some more
things. You can check out the change log below.

Also, we are shelving the Mac version of the game for now. Since we have no Mac to test it on nor compile it correctly, that
version fo the game will be skipped until we can solve that issue efficiently. Sorry, Mac users!

On to the change log:

Added: more old lady gibberish and price fluctuations

Added: enemies can heal themselves in combat

Added: interest rate to bank accounts, now a premium 1%!

Added: heat goes down over time

Changed: fleeing from police or combat, players can duck into a special location or streets to escape

Changed: heat gains by: 3 for running from police, 6 for running from combat with police, 9 for killing police

Changed: crew member decision making in combat

Changed: police presence rates in various parts of the city

Fixed: misspelling on the main menu

Fixed: glitch where larger bookbag could be purchased if player didn't have enough money

Fixed: loading message not showing up if keys are pressed

Fixed: issue where Sweaty Mike would attack you on your last day to pay him back

Fixed: issue with API system not adding new Steam players correctly

Fixed: issue where having crew with you in combat broke the loop

Fixed: issue where sometimes the prices would carry over if going to/from special locations

Fixed: spelling of Heroin on inventory screen (how'd everyone miss that?)

Fixed: incorrect achievement graphics

Fixed: achievement 11 'Unstoppable'

Fixed: issue where wrong data was sent to Steam servers about endings experienced

. Arakion Launches!:

Open The Gates!. devblog 2:
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add start menu
add zombies
fix music bug. The OST of Dead In Vinland is available!:
Hello survivors!
While we're still working hard on the 1.1 patch, we have a little something for you!
We have indeed released the OST of Dead In Vinland with 8 tracks to dive once more in Vinland.
Those tracks were actually inspired by the many characters you meet in the game.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/846100/Dead_In_Vinland__Official_Soundtrack/

We want to thank Xavier Collet, the composer who created the 8 tracks (that are mainly acoustic!) of this OST for bringing such
beautiful music to the game!

If you want to find out about the making of the OST, you can watch Xavier Collet's interview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IHBBUgM0jo

Happy surviving!. New Screenshots & Progress:
Getting closer to release! Just updated the first 3 screenshots showing some of the latest improvements: more terrain variety,
better unit indicators & visual aids. Thank you to all my private testers helping to make for a great game come release day!

Want to see the full changelog? It is being posted on Reddit:

https://www.reddit.com/r/AdaptOrPerish/

Please join us on Discord here:

https://discord.gg/gqZRTkk
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